
I Into. (Mar. 26, 2005) 

 A major scene change finds John observing 

the scene of the final judgment before a great 

white throne (Rev. 20:11). He saw the judgment of 

the unsaved from all the ages and then reiterated it 

(20:12-13). Then we are told what is the outcome 

of the judgment (20:14-15). 

 

II The Great White Throne Judgment (Rev. 20:11-

15) 

 A. The power of God on the throne (20:11) 

1. (vs. 11) The universe itself fled 

from God: “And I saw a great white throne and 

Him who sat upon it, from whose presence earth 

and heaven fled away, and no place was found for 

them” (Ka i ; ei \don  q r ovn on  [Under bh`ma, Vine 
says, “In Rom. 14:10 it is called ‘The judgement–

seat of God,’ R.V. {A.V., ‘of Christ’}, according 

to the most authentic mss. The same tribunal is 

called ‘the judgment–seat of Christ,’ 2 Cor. 5:10, 

to whom the Father has given all judgment, John 

5:22, 27. At this beµma believers are to be made 

manifest, that each may ‘receive the things done in 

{or through} the body,’ according to what he has 

done, ‘whether it be good or bad.’ There they will 

receive rewards for their faithfulness to the Lord. 

For all that has been contrary in their lives to His 

will they will suffer loss, 1 Cor. 3:15. This 

judgment–seat is to be distinguished from the pre–

millennial, earthly Throne of Christ, Matt. 25:31, 

and the post–millennial ‘Great White Throne,’ 

Rev. 20:11, at which only ‘the dead’ will appear. 

The judgment–seat of Christ will be a tribunal 

held ‘in His Parousia,’ i.e., His presence with His 

saints after His return to receive them to 

Himself.”
1
] mevgan  leuk o;n  k a i ; t o;n  [“As a 

Substantiver {With Certain Parts of 

Speech}…Definition…The article can turn almost 

any part of speech into a noun: adverbs, adjectives, 

prepositional phrases, particles, infinitives, 

participles, and even finite verbs. As well, the 

article can turn a phrase into a nominal entity. This 

incredible flexibility is part of the genius of the 

Greek article. Such usage is quite frequent overall, 

more so with the adjective and participle than with 

other parts of speech…The usage with participles 

is commonplace. As with adjectives, the article 
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with participles can be individualizing or 

generic.”
2
] k a qh vmen on  ejp !  aujt ovn  ou| ajp o; t ou' p r

o s wvp ou [“face, countenance…governed by 

prepositions, in usages where p r . , in many cases, 

can no longer be translated…from the presence of 

someone…{away} from someone or 

someth.”
3
] e[f ugen  [“to flee from or away {Lat., 

fugio< Eng., fugitive, etc.}, besides its literal 
significance, is used 

metaphorically…intransitively, of the flight of 

physical matter”
4
; “heaven and earth perish at the 

climax”
5
] h J gh ' k a i ; oJ oujr an o;" [“heaven…as a 

part of the universe…mentioned w. the 

earth…forming a unity w. it as the totality of 

creation”
6
; “The present heavens, with the earth, 

are to pass away”
7
; “Heaven will pass away as 

well as earth {Mk. 13:31; Rev. 21:1; Heb. 12:26}. 

Both are kept for destruction {2 Pet. 3:7}, and they 

flee before God in terror”
8
] k a i ; t ovp o " [“place, 

position, region…lit…the place where someth. is 

found, or at least should or could be found…there 

was no longer any place for them”
9
; “Judgment 

means that no place 

remains”
10
] oujc euJrevqh  aujt o i '").  

 As is generally the case in Revelation, John 

simply reported what he saw. “And” here he said, 

“I saw a great white throne and Him who sat upon 

it,” the latter most likely is Jesus Himself. For the 

Father has given all judgment over to the Son 

according to John 5:22-23, where Jesus Himself 

said, “For not even the Father judges anyone, but 

He has given all judgment to the Son, in order that 

all may honor the Son, even as they honor the 

Father. He who does not honor the Son does not 

honor the Father who sent Him.” The throne itself 

is indicative of judgment. However, it changes 

little if one says, “the Almighty Father sits upon 

the throne…and the Son sits there with him…and 

works with the Father.”
11
 Swete notes that, “The 
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Judge is not named, and there is solemnity in this 

reserve.”
12
 This throne however, according to 

Walvoord, “apparently differs from the throne 

mentioned more than 30 times in Revelation 

beginning with 4:2.”
13
 The throne is “great 

(mevgan)” indicative of power, and “white 

(leuk o;n)” which is indicative of holiness and 
purity. “It apparently is located neither in heaven 

nor earth but in space, as suggested by the 

statement,”
14
 “from whose presence earth and 

heaven fled away, and no place was found for 

them.” That is probably a record of the heavens 

and the earth passing away (Rev. 21:1), as was 

prophesied by Peter in 2Pt. 3:10 and others (cf. Is. 

34:4). It is important to realize that, “The 

judgment described here is the last in a number of 

future judgments,”
15
 of which, Ryrie lists four 

before the GWT judgment in his A Survey of Bible 

Doctrine, under the section, “The Judgments of 

the Future.”
16
 Never will there be another 

judgment anywhere ever beyond this final one. 

 B. John saw the judgment of the unsaved 

(20:12-13). 

  1. (vs. 12) John expressly stated 

that this is what he saw: “And I saw the dead, the 

great and the small, standing before the throne, 

and books were opened; and another book was 

opened, which is the book of life; and the dead 

were judged from the things which were written in 

the books, according to their deeds” 

(k a i ; ei \don  t ou;" n ek r ouv" t ou;" megavlou" [“fig…
of measure…of age…to include all concerned 

mi k r o i ; k a i ; megavlo i small and 

great”
17
] k a i ; t ou;" mi k r ouv" [“small…of pers…in 

age. Subst. the little one, the child…For the 

designation of all the members of a group as 

mi k r o i ; k .  megavlo i, etc.”
18
; “little, small {the 

opposite of megas, great}, is used…of persons, 

with regard to…rank or 

influence…‘small’”
19
] eJst w't a " [“intrans…perf. 

and plpf. I stand, I stood…Very oft. the emphasis 

is less on ‘standing’ than on being, existing…w. 
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place indicated by a 

prep…ejn wvp i ovn  t i n o "”20] ejn wvp i on  t ou' q r ovn ou [“
a throne, a seat of authority, is used of the 

throne…of 

God”
21
] k a i ; bi bli va  h jn o i vcqh s an  [“trans. 

open…objects locked, closed, or shut…open a 

book in scroll form”
22
] k a i ; a[llo  bi bli von  [“book, 

scroll…Esp. of apocal. Books…book of life”
23
; 

“of the Book of Life”
24
; “The bibléŒon teµ�s zoµeµ�s in 

Rev. 13:8; 17:8; 20:12; 21:27, as well as the 

béŒblos teµ�s zoµeµ�s in 3:5; 13:8; 20:15, is based on the 
OT truth that the righteous are written in God’s 

book {cf. also Lk. 10:20; Phil. 4:3; Heb. 12:23}. 

The metaphor may be based on family lists, 

though the common idea of books of destiny may 

also have played a role {cf. Ps. 56:8}. In the NT 

the idea expresses assurance of salvation {cf. 2 

Tim. 2:19}. The book is that of the crucified Lamb 

{Rev. 13:8}. God’s eternal purpose lies behind his 

reconciling work; hence the names are written 

from the foundation of the world. But there must 

be a human will to persevere if the names are not 

to be erased {3:5}. Abomination and falsehood are 

to be shunned {21:27}, worship of the beast 

refused {13:8}, and obedience rendered. The 

books of judgment are the opposite of the book of 

life {20:12}. e. These books of judgment-the 

phrase goes back to Dan 7:10 {cf. also Is. 65:6; 

Jer. 22:30; Mal. 3:16}-contain all works, both 

good and bad, but perdition awaits those who are 

not written in the book of life 

{20:15}.”
25
] h jn o i vcqh  o{ ejst i n  t h '" z wh '" [“of the 

supernatural life belonging to God and Christ, 

which the believers will receive in the future, but 

which they also enjoy here and now…The 

discussion now turns naturally to the life of the 

believers, which proceeds fr. God and Christ… z . 
{and z .  a i jwvn i o "…} is used of life in the blessed 

period of final 

consummation…ejn  t w'/ a i jw'n i  t w'/ ejrco mevn w/ z .  a i j
. in the coming age eternal life…The references to 

future glory include the foll. concepts: bi vblo " or 
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bi bli von  {th '"} z wh '"”26] k a i ; ejk r i vqh s an  [“as a 

legal t.t. judge, decide, hale before a court, 

condemn, also hand over for judicial 

punishment…of the divine tribunal…occupied by 

God or Christ: abs. administer justice, 

judge…Pass. be judged…the dead were judged by 

what was written in the books (of life and of 

death), in accordance w. their deeds”
27
; 

“Judgment is by works”
28
] o i J n ek r o i ; ejk  [“to 

denote origin, cause, motive, reason…of the 

underlying rule or principle according to, in 

accordance 

with”
29
] t w'n  gegr a mmevn wn  ejn  t o i '" bi bli vo i " [“

write…w. ref. to the content…write down, 

record…of the book of life”
30
; “of other books to 

be opened in the Day of Judgment, containing, it 

would seem, the record of human 

deeds.”
31
] k at a; t a; e[rga  [“deed, action…deed, 

accomplishment…of the deeds of men, exhibiting 

a consistent moral character, referred to 

collectively as t a; e[rga…in accordance w. the 
deeds”

32
; “The books are ‘the vouchers for the 

book of life’ {Alford}. We are saved by grace, but 

character at last {according to their works} is the 

test as the fruit of the tree {Matt. 7:16, 20; 10:32f.; 

25:31–46; John 15:6; II Cor. 5:10; Rom. 2:10; 

Rev. 2:23; 20:12; 22:12}.”
33
] aujt w'n). 

 The scene having been set, it was time to 

begin the proceedings. “And” so John, “saw the 

dead (n ek r ouv"),” that is, the spiritually dead who 
had now come to be physically alive again, as was 

predicted would happen after the millennium in 

Rev. 20:5, in the phrase there, “come to life.” The 

expression, “the great and the small,” is indicative 

of that fact that all the lost of all the ages of human 

history are there. This is just as Bauer says is 

intended by this expression, namely, “the 

designation of all the members of a group.”
34
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 Here they were “standing before the 

throne,” that is, the great white throne of the 

previous verse from which the known universe, 

heaven and earth, had fled in terror as it were. This 

is obviously a tribunal with God on the throne and 

people, real human beings, arrayed before Him to 

stand trial. 

 This is a trial according to inerrant facts 

presided over by a Judge who is, “not one to show 

partiality” (Acts 10:34), or as the KJV puts it, “no 

respecter of persons.” The trial then is not 

according to whims, impressions, prejudices, or 

emotions, but rather according to recorded acts in 

“the books,” or literally, “scrolls,” which were 

“opened (h jn o i vcqh s an).” Interestingly “another 

(a[llo)” similar “book was opened, which is the 

book of life,” which contained the list (of the 

names) of all who had life, that is, of all who had 

been made spiritually alive. It is this book and not 

the others which is determinative as to who goes 

to heaven and who goes to hell. See Rev. 3:5; 

13:8; 17:8, and of course, 20:15 as well as 21:27. 

For whether one did this deed and not that one, or 

committed this sin and not that one is completely 

irrelevant as to one’s eternal destiny. The only 

question in determining that is whether one has 

spiritual life or remains spiritually dead. The book 

of life alone reveals that matter. Nevertheless, the 

“dead were judged (ejk r i vqh s an) from the things 

which were written (gegr a mmevn wn  perfect, 
passive, participle) in the books, according to their 

deeds.” It appears that the dead get back in exact 

ratio to their deeds whatever is rightly coming to 

them in terms of justice, which apparently will be 

absorbed in the extent of torment they will endure 

in hell.  

  3. (vs. 13) We can see that the 

assembly of the dead is total: “And the sea gave up 

the dead which were in it, and death and Hades 

gave up the dead which were in them; and they 

were judged, every one of them according to their 

deeds” (k a i ; e[dwk en  [“give back, yield…the sea 
gave back its 

dead”
35
] h J q avla s s a  t ou;" n ek r ou;" [“The nekroéŒ 

are often the dead in Hades. As Christ is raised 

from the dead, so the dead will finally be raised {1 

Cor. 15:35} or will arise {Mk. 12:25}. The sea, 
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death, and Hades will give up their dead {Rev. 

20:13}.”
36
] t ou;" ejn  aujt h '/ k a i ; oJ q avn at o " [“death 

is thought of as a person”
37
] k a i ; oJ a{/dh " [“Hades 

{orig. proper noun, name of god of the 

underworld}, the underworld as the place of the 

dead…In the depths,  contrasted w. 

heaven…Accessible by gates…personif., w. 

q avn at o "”38; “One goes down into Hades {Mt. 

11:23; 12:40}…The stay is limited {Rev. 20:13}. 

Sometimes all the dead seem to be in Hades {Acts 

2:27}, but elsewhere believers are in paradise {Lk. 

16:9, 23ff.}, or with the Lord {2 Cor. 5:8}, or 

under the altar {Rev. 7:9}. Hence Hades is 

sometimes just the abode of the wicked {Lk. 

16:23; Rev. 20:13-14}.”
39
; “the region of departed 

spirits of the lost {but including the blessed dead 

in periods preceding the Ascension of 

Christ}…a…probable derivation is from hadoµ, 
signifying all–receiving. It corresponds to ‘Sheol’ 

in the O.T. In the A.V. of the O.T. and N.T., it has 

been unhappily rendered ‘Hell,’ e.g., Psa. 16:10; 

or ‘the grave,’ e.g., Gen. 37:35; or ‘the pit,’ Num. 

16:30, 33; in the N.T. the Revisers have always 

used the rendering ‘Hades;’ in the O.T. they have 

not been uniform in the translation, e.g., in Isa. 

14:15, ‘hell’ {marg., ‘Sheol’}; usually they have 

‘Sheol’ in the text and ‘the grave’ in the margin. It 

never denotes the grave, nor is it the permanent 

region of the lost; in point of time it is, for such, 

intermediate between decease and the doom of 

Gehenna. For the condition, see Luke 16:23-

31…The word is used four times in the Gospels, 

and always by the Lord, Matt. 11:23; 16:18; Luke 

10:15; 16:23; it is used with reference to the soul 

of Christ, Acts 2:27, 31; Christ declares that He 

has the keys of it, Rev. 1:18; in Rev. 6:8 it is 

personified, with the signification of the temporary 

destiny of the doomed; it is to give up those who 

are therein, 20:13, and is to be cast into the lake of 

fire, ver. 14.”
40
; “1:18…Hades here means the 

unseen world to which death is the portal.”
41
; 

“Etymologically Hades is the unseen world where 
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all who die are as opposed to this visible world, 

but in actual use Hades is sometimes treated as the 

abode of the unrighteous {Luke 

16:23}.”
42
] e[dwk an  t ou;" n ek r ou;" t ou;" ejn  aujt o i '

" k a i ; ejk r i vqh s an  [“as a legal t.t. judge, decide, 
hale before a court, condemn, also hand over for 

judicial punishment…of the divine 

tribunal…occupied by God or Christ: abs. 

administer justice, 

judge…k r .  k at a; t o; eJk avst ou e[rgon judge each 
one by what he does 1 Pt 1:17; cf. Rv 

20:13”
43
] e{k a st o " [“each, every…subst. each 

one, every one…k a q !  e}n  e{k a st on one after the 
other=in detail…For this k a q !  e{k a st a…The sg. is 

used w. pron. or verbs in the 

pl.”
44
] k at a; t a; e[rga  aujt w'n). 

 If any person who has no spiritual life in 

himself supposes that he might escape this future 

day of reckoning by hiding here or there, he needs 

to be informed by this verse that such is not the 

case. Someone might well have imagined, for 

example, that he who was forced to walk the plank 

at sea only to be devoured and digested and 

eliminated by various sea creatures would surely 

never be seen or heard from again. As Paul said to 

the crowd while offering his defense before King 

Agrippa, “Why is it considered incredible among 

you people if God does raise the dead?” (Acts 

26:8) Because he also said in Acts 24:15, “that 

there shall certainly be a resurrection of both the 

righteous and the wicked,” it is evident that God 

will raise the wicked just as easily as He will raise 

the righteous, wherever their bodily remains may 

then be. 

 “And” thus it follows that “the sea gave up 

(e[dwk en) the dead which were in it 

(t ou;" ejn  aujt h '/),” perhaps better, “who were in it,” 
that is, those people in the sea who were both 

physically and spiritually dead. The sea is no 

protection against this judgment. Moreover, “death 

(q avn at o ")” personified, that is, “death is thought 
of as a person,”

45
 and “hades (a{/dh "),” also 

“personified,”
46
 and is, “Etymologically”

47
 “the 
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unseen world (or ‘all–receiving’
48
 world),”

49 “to 
which death is the portal,”

50
 or gate, and “where 

all who die are as opposed to this visible world, 

but in actual use Hades is sometimes treated as the 

abode of the unrighteous (Luke 16:23),”
51
 as is 

obviously the case here. Swete says, “Death and 

Hades are an inseparable pair, as in 1:18, 6:8 

(notes), representing the two aspects of Death, the 

physical fact and its spiritual consequences 

(oJ a{/dh " h jk o louvqei). Here they appear as two 
voracious and insatiable monsters who have 

swallowed all past generations (of the unsaved, 

ed.), but are now forced to disgorge their prey.”
52
 

 Whoever fell into the power of the 

personified death and hades from all past 

generations are released from their power for the 

awful purpose of this judgment. So “they were 

judged, every one (e{k a st o ") of them,” that is, each 
one individually will give account, all finally, 

“according to their deeds (e[rga).” Thus it will be 
decided in each case the quality of each individual 

work carried out by these unsaved people who will 

then be recompensed accordingly. 

 C. The outcome of the judgment is 

revealed (20:14-15). 

  1. (vs. 14) Here we learn that the 

unsaved dead wind up in the lake of fire: “And 

death and Hades were thrown into the lake of fire. 

This is the second death, the lake of fire” 

(k a i ; oJ q avn at o " [“Death is our human lot, remote 

only from God {1 Tim. 6:16}…Death is a terrible 

thing…and the work of Christ is that of destroying 

death {2 Tim. 1:10}. Death is the last enemy; with 

its overthrow salvation will be complete {1 Cor. 

15:26; Rev. 20:14}. It is nowhere neutralized as 

merely a natural process. It belongs together with 

sin, and stands opposed to zoµeµ� as the true being of 
God.”

53
; “No detailed teaching is given on the 

intermediate state, but physical death becomes 

definitive death {the second death…} through 

judgment.”
54
; “The spiritual death of 2:11; 20:14; 
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Abridged in One Volume, (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company) 1985. 
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21:8 in contrast to the first or physical 

death.”
55
] k a i ; oJ a{/dh " [“Hades is sometimes just 

the abode of the 

wicked”
56
] ejblh vqh s an  [“throw…Pass.”

57
] ei j" t h ;

n  li vmn h n  [“lake…Of the lake of fire…or of fire 

and brimstone…in which the enemies of God are 

punished.”
58
] t ou' p ur ov" [“lit…of fire that is 

heavenly in origin and nature…The fire w. which 

God punishes sinners”
59
] ou|t o " [“as an 

adj…coming before a subst…with the 

article”
60
] oJ q avn at o " oJ deuvt er o " [“second…of 

that which follows in 

time”
61
] ejst i n  h J li vmn h  t ou' p ur ov"). 

 “And” consequently “death and Hades,” 

who here stand by metonymy for their contents, 

namely, the world of the unsaved, “were” 

forcefully “thrown (ejblh vqh s an) into the lake of 
fire,” a real place with real flames. However, the 

nature of a person’s suffering there will apparently 

not be to the extent that he cannot reason and 

speak as seems clear from the case of the rich man 

(Lk. 16:19-31), though admittedly he is in hades 

there, and not the lake of fire, if that makes any 

difference, which seems doubtful. 

 These spiritually dead people who had also 

died physically now experience what is equivalent 

to “the lake of fire,” namely, “the second death.” 

In the Bible, death implies separation. Physical 

death is the separation of the soul or spirit from 

the body. Spiritual death, in which man has no life 

from God, is therefore separation from God. The 

second death simply makes permanent that 

separation so that these unsaved people “will pay 

the penalty of eternal destruction, away from the 

presence of the Lord and from the glory of His 

power” (2Th. 1:9). 

2. (vs. 15) The deciding factor for 

whether one goes into the lake of fire is now 

given: “And if anyone’s name was not found 

written in the book of life, he was thrown into the 

lake of fire” (k a i ; ei [ [“ei j + the indicative does not 
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always refer to something particular, i.e., to a 

particular person or situation. In the NT, there are 

more than sixty general first class conditions {out 

of the 300+}. In other words, about 20% of the 

first class conditions are general rather than 

particular. These especially are seen when the 

indefinite pronoun t i " is used in the 

protasis…{N.B. all the first class conditions in 

Revelation are 

general}.”
62
] t i " oujc euJrevqh  [“find…after 

seeking find, discover, come upon…Pass. w. 

neg…if anyone{’s name} was not found written in 

the book of life”
63
; “This word means ‘to 

find’…’to find after search,’…‘to find 

accidentally’ {passive ‘to be struck by’}…’to 

procure,’…{figuratively} ‘to gain perception or 

insight, to discover,’…’to show or prove oneself,’ 

‘to be found as.’ All these nuances…occur in the 

NT, sometimes with reference to ordinary facts, 

but mostly with reference to things relating to 

God’s work and kingdom…with a suggestion of 

responsibility {Lk. 13:6-7; 17:18} and of the 

seriousness of divine judgment”
64
; “Conditional 

Indicative…Definition…This is the use of the 

indicative in the protasis of conditional sentences. 

The conditional element is made explicit with the 

particle ei j. This is a relatively common usage of 

the indicative, though much more so with the first 

class condition {over 300 instances} than with the 

second {less than 50 examples}….The first class 

condition indicates the assumption of truth for the 

sake of argument, while the second class condition 

indicates the assumption of an untruth for the sake 

of argument…If {the name of} someone was not 

found written in the book of life, he was cast into 

the lake of fire.”
65
] ejn  t h '/ bi vblw/ [“This divine 

register first occurs in Ex. 32:32f. and often in the 

O.T.”
66
] t h '" z wh '" [“of the supernatural life 

belonging to God and Christ, which the believers 

will receive in the future, but which they also 

enjoy here and now…The discussion now turns 

naturally to the life of the believers, which 

proceeds fr. God and Christ…z . {and 
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z .  a i jwvn i o "…} is used of life in the blessed period 

of final consummation, in the foll. pass.: 

ejn  t w'/ a i jw'n i  t w'/ ejrco mevn w/ z .  a i j. in the coming 
age eternal life…The references to future glory 

include the foll. concepts: bi vblo " or 

bi bli von  {t h '"} z wh '"”67; “perdition awaits those 
who are not written in the book of 

life”
68
] gegr a mmevn o " [“w. ref. to the 

content…write down, record…of the book of 

life”
69
] ejblh vqh  ei j" t h ;n  li vmn h n  t ou' p ur ov"). 

 “And” finally John wrote, “if (ei [ 1st class 
condition, assumed true) anyone’s name (not in 

the original),” literally, “if anyone,” etc., “was not 

found (euJrevqh)” “after seeking”70 for it in this 
presently open (Rev. 20:12), “book of life,” which 

was there as a sort of final check, so says, Dr. C. 

Norman Sellers, “he was thrown into the lake of 

fire,” that place of awful, final, permanent 

torment. 

 The sad reality is that no name of anyone 

in attendance at this judgment will be found in the 

book of life. Consequently, all judged will be 

condemned to hell. 

 

III Conc. 

 It is most interesting that there is no 

mention of sin in any form at this judgment. Why 

not? For one thing, Jesus’ sacrificial death on the 

cross was the propitiation or satisfaction of the 

righteous requirements of God for the sins of all 

men (1Jn. 2:2). God has no reason to discuss sin 

and its legal consequences with any man, saved or 

lost, as a result. What is more, “God was in Christ 

reconciling the world to Himself, not counting 

their trespasses against them” (2Cor. 5:19). If in 

fact Jesus reconciled the world to God, and He 

did, and as a result God is not counting their 

trespasses against them and, “What Jesus did (his 

death for us) stands to our credit,”
71
 then what 

possible reason would there be for God to bring up 

the matter of sins at the great white throne 

judgment? 
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Moreover the great white throne judgment 

has nothing to do with determining the eternal 

destinies of those judged. That matter was long 

since settled on earth during which time these 

people failed to believe the gospel, and so they 

stood “condemned already” (Jn. 3:18 NKJV). 

They lived in a state of condemnation, and they 

died in a state of condemnation. Thus they are 

condemned insofar as their eternal destinies are 

concerned upon arrival at this awful judgment. So 

the forensic or legal execution of penalties for 

specific sins is irrelevant to this trial if you please.  

The judgment rather is according to works, 

just as is the judgment of believers at the bema 

(bh 'ma) seat (2Cor. 5:10). Sin will not be brought 
up there either. So we are saying that sin and 

specific penalties for it will not be an issue at 

either judgment. Believers will be at the bema seat 

because their names are in the book of life. 

Unbelievers will be at the great white throne 

because their names are not in the book of life. It 

really is that simple. Because no man’s sin will be 

counted against him as a result of the work of 

reconciliation, that matter will not be an issue at 

either judgment. Each judgment is precisely the 

same in that each is according to works. Therefore 

the outcome of each is parallel in that believers in 

glory will receive rewards for deeds done, 

unbelievers in torment will receive varying 

degrees of punishment in direct ratio to deeds done 

in the body. Not all believers are equally good in 

their conduct, and not all unbelievers are equally 

bad in their conduct. Therefore the great white 

throne will in fact be more tolerant for some than 

for others, just as the bema seat will be more 

enjoyable for some than for others. 


